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This paper presents the possible production of hydrogen and anti�hydrogen from p
�and e

�beams merged in
a long vacuum chamber �about ���� m�� In such a con�guration with a beam kinetic energy for the p

�around
	�� KeV
 the two key parameters are the density of the e

�beam and the temperature of the merged beams� The
production rate is computed for several parameter sets and it is shown that it is possible to recombine 	��p� with
nearly 	��� e�ciency� Possible experiments using this con�guration are presented
 including the �ne structure
constant measurement
 the anti�hydrogen spectroscopy and the comparison of the gravitational mass for hydrogen
and antihydrogen� PACS numbers �������t �antiproton and antihydrogen�
 ������Jr ��ne structure constant

gravitational mass�
 �	����Lx �crystalline beams�

�� Introduction

Several experiments using storage rings or elec�
tromagnetic traps have been proposed to produce
and store anti�hydrogen �����	
 In both cases it is
expected that the anti�hydrogen atoms are pro�
duced at very low rates
 The con�guration pro�
posed here is a long vacuum pipe inside which the
particles travel only once and the anti�hydrogen
is produced by bursts of about ��� atoms
 The
topics presented and discussed are the following

� the con�guration and the di�erent sets of
beam hypothesis�

� the computation of the production rate and
its application to the di�erent sets�

� the focussing of the anti�atomor atom beam
at the exit of the pipe�

� the experiments�con�gurations


In the last section the production of p� is brie�y
discussed
 The hydrogen atom is referred to as H
while the anti�hydrogen atom is referred to as �H 


�� Con�guration and hypotheses

The general set�up is shown in �gure �
 It is de�
rived from the existing experiments made at ion
storage rings where ion beams are merged with

electrons in an electron cooler ��	
 The recombi�
nation region de�ned by the length of the cooler is
approximatively � meter and the unused ions are
recycled in the storage ring and re�used at the
next path through the cooler
 In the long pipe
con�guration� the ions are not recycled but the in�
teraction time� de�ned by the duration of the two
beams superposition� is about ���� larger
 This
longer time allows for a recombination of all the
p� up to ��� particles �see section ��
 The point
where the beams are injected will be referred to
as the entry and the other pipe extremity as the
exit

The other features of ion storage ring experi�

ments are identical here the e�beam has a diam�
eter of approximatively � � � cm and the cooled
p�beam collapses into a cylinder of approxima�
tively � mm
 The e�beam is kept within this
diameter along the ���� m by a weak magnetic
�eld

As the experiments on the radiative recombina�

tion into hydrogen atoms of e�p� have shown� the
reaction can be enhanced by a laser ����	
 Both
cases� with and without laser induced radiative
recombination� will be considered
 When there is
a laser� the light is injected from the exit of the
pipe
 The photon energy seen in the rest frame
of the p�is then Doppler shifted

The atom production rate is computed for sev�

eral sets of parameters� including some very dif�
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Figure �
 Merged beams con�guration the two
beams are injected and superposed on one side
and the laser light is injected at the other side

A weak magnetic �eld parallel to the pipe is used
to guide the e�beam


ferent from the suggested ones these sets have
been chosen to compare the results with past ex�
periments
 Each set contains

� the kinetic energy of the p� K�p���
� the corresponding kinetic energy for the
e�to have the same velocity K�e���

� the velocity V �
� the relativistic coe�cients ����
� the time of �ight across the pipe � �

� the Doppler factor
q

���
���




Tables � and � correspond to a long time of
�ight in order to produce beams of ��� � ��� �H
per burst

Table � corresponds to the kinetic energy of

the p� beam produced at CERN with the Anti�
proton Decelerator �AD�
 Table � shows the ki�
netic energy required to have a Doppler shift fac�
tor of � suited for the boosted spectroscopy ex�
periment to be presented in a later section

The experiments on the radiative recombina�

tion of e�p� into hydrogen atoms performed at

Table �
Set �

p� �� KeV

e� �������� eV

� �������������

� ������������

V ������������m�s��

� ����� ���� sq
���
��� �������������

Table �
Set � represent the suggested target parameters


p� ��� KeV

e� �������� eV

� �������������

� ������������

V �������������m�s��

� ���� ���� sq
���
��� �������������

Table �
Set � K�p�� produced at CERN with the AD


p� � MeV

e� ���������� KeV

� �������������

� �����������

V �������������m�s��

� ���� ���� sq
���
��� �������������

Table �
Set � boosted spectroscopy experiment


p� ����������� GeV

e� ���������� KeV

� ���

� �����������

V �������������m�s��

� ���� ���� sq
���
��� �



the TSR ring in Heidelberg ��	 and with the
MEIBE ��	 apparatus at the University of West�
ern Ontario used p� beams with a kinetic energy
of ��MeV and ���KeV respectively
 These val�
ues are within the range de�ned by the parameter
sets chosen here
 These experiments have shown
experimental evidence that laser induced radia�
tive recombination works and is well described
by the theoretical formulae

The main di�erences are

� the interaction length which is ���m at TSR
and ��� cm at MEIBE

� the beam temperature as it shall be dis�
cussed in the next section


�� The recombination rate

The two reactions involved are the radiative re�
combination �RR � � � �� and the laser induced
radiative recombination �LIRR � � � ��


p� � e� �� H�nl� � � ���

p� � e� �� �H�nl� � � ���

p� � e� � � �� H�nl� � �� ���

p� � e� � � �� �H�nl� � �� ���

The expected production rates of H and
�H being the same� in the following computation�
only the case of H is considered

The notation is the following H�nl� is the

atom in the state with principal quantum number
n and orbital quantum number l
 The energy of
the ground level �n � �� is the ionization energy�
E� � ����� eV 
 The photon energy E� matches
the di�erence between the kinetic energy of e� in
the rest frame of p� and the energy of level n

E� � h� �
�

�
mv�e �

jE�j
n�

���

In this formula we have only taken into ac�
count the principal quantum number because the
spread in photon energy is dominated by the

spread in e� velocity
 The separation between
states sharing the same principal quantum num�
ber and having di�erent orbital quantum num�
bers l is negligible in this case

The RR rate in a given state level nl is given

by

r�n� � neNp
�

�
��nl� ���

Where

� ne is the e
� beam density�

� Np is the number of p� in the beam�

� � �� is the time of �ight seen in the p� rest
frame�

� ��nl� is the recombination coe�cient


The recombination coe�cient is computed
from the e� velocity distribution in the rest frame
of the p� and from the recombination cross sec�
tion

��nl� �

Z �

�

ve f�ve� �rec�nl� dve ���

The velocity distribution in the beams follows a
Maxwell distribution and with the notations used
in ��	 we have

f�v� �
exp��� v�

��
��	 exp��� vk

�k
��	

��
� �k 	

p
	

v� ���

v� � v� sin�
�� vk � v cos�
�

Where � corresponds to the velocity projection
in the transversal plane �x� y� and k corresponds
to the velocity projection along the z axis
 The
temperatures in the transversal and longitudinal
directions will be noted T� and Tk
 The temper�
atures correspond to kinetic energy distributions
and will be estimated in energy units �meV�
rather than Kelvins
 The use of �kinetic energy�
is reserved for single particles or for target beam
energy

Introducing the erf�z� function� equation � can

be rewritten in the form�
�see ��� p��� eq �� and ��



��nl� �
�

��
��k

Z �

�

�rec�nl� v
� ���

exp

�
�� v�
��

��
�
erf�z�

z
dv

Where z is de�ned by

z � v

s
�

��
k

� �

��
�

����

In the following we will suppose that the beams
have a ��attened� distribution �k � ��

With this hypothesis� equation �� becomes

��nl� �
�

��
�

Z �

�

�rec�nl� v
� ����

exp

�
�� v�
��

��
�
dv

This integral is computed analytically in the
appendix

The LIRR process is similar to the stimulated

emission of a photon with the di�erence that
while stimulated emission occurs between two dis�
crete quantum states� LIRR occurs between the
continuum and a discrete state ��	
 The same
analogy can be drawn between the RR process
and spontaneous emission
 In the same way
that spontaneous emission and stimulated emis�
sion probabilities are related by the Einstein re�
lations� similar relations exist between RR and
LIRR
 If we de�ne the gain G�n� by the ratio of
the LIRR and RR processes for a recombination
into the atom with energy level n then

G�n� �
��LIRR�

��RR�
�

Pc�

F���	h��
����

where

� P is the laser power in Watts�

� F is the laser beam area cross�section

� � is the laser frequency

� �� is computed from equation � and is
dominated by the e� kinetic energy spread
�the atomic level width is negligible�


Therefore the LIRR rate is obtained from the
RR rate computation

It shall be noted that the LIRR process is lim�

ited by the photoionization when the photon �ux
increases the atom� created by the LIRR process�
is immediately destroyed by photoionization be�
cause both processes are induced by photons with
the same wavelength

The maximumphoton �ux  before saturation

due to photoionization is given by

 � tmin � �phot�n� �� ����

Where

� tmin is the shorter of the laser pulse time
length and the target state �nl� life time�

� �phot�n� �� is the photoionization cross sec�
tion for the atom at energy level n and with
photons of frequency �


The TSR experiment has observed LIRR with
the target state level n � � while the MEIBE
experiment has observed LIRR with the target
states n � �� and n � ��
 Depending on the tar�
get state� typical gains with conventional lasers
are in the range ���� �����
 It shall be noted that
the experiment at TSR� due to a miss�alignment
of the two beams� had an electrostatic �eld which
enhanced the photoionization cross section��!��	�
therefore limiting the gain
 This e�ect does not
appear when the beams are well aligned
 In the
con�guration presented here� the e�beam will
produce an electric �eld which is zero on the beam
axis and reaches its maximum on the edge at a
radius of approximatively � cm
 In order to avoid
the enhancement of the photoionization cross sec�
tion� the laser light shall be concentrated within
a diameter of � � � mm
 As the RR rate will
show� a gain of �� is su�cient here


�� Numerical results for the di�erent sets

The target energy levels of the atom after re�
combination and their life time are given in table
�




Table �
�� �rst energy levels and life times of the �anti�
hydrogen atom


n E�eV � ��nm� ���ns�

� ���
� ��
�� �
� ��
� ���
�� �
�

� ��
� ���
�� ��
�

� ��
�� ����
�� ��
�

� ��
�� ����
�� ��

� ��
�� ����
�� ���

� ��
�� ����
�� ��
�

� ��
�� ����
�� ���
�

� ��
��� ����
�� ���
�

�� ��
��� ����
�� ���
�

�� ��
�� �����
�� ���
�

�� ��
�� �����
�� ���
�

The origin of the energy scale corresponds to
the system of free particles e � p
 The recombi�
nation emits a photon whose wavelength is in the
�rd column of table �
 After the recombination
into the state �nl�� the atom radiates photon�s� to
reach the ground level
 The life time of the atom
��	 in the excited level �nl� is the �th column in
table � 

The target beam temperatures for this experi�

ment are below ��� meV� therefore the values in
column � show the excited states up to level ��

Above this level� excited states can be re�ionized
by collisions and the number of atoms produced
results from the competition between recombi�
nation and ionization
 These states will not be
taken into account for the estimation of the pro�
duction rate
 Hence the rates are slightly under�
estimated �less than a factor ��
 The numerical
results of the computation of the recombination
coe�cient ��nl� are presented in tables �� � and �
in units of ����� cm��s��
 The transversal beam
temperature T� in meV is shown on top of each
column

The transversal beam temperature of T� �

��� meV is included to be compared with the
experimental value found at Novosibirsk ����	

Table �
��nl� in units of ����� cm��s��

n ���meV ���meV ���meV ���meV

� ��
��� �
��� �
��� �
���

� �
��� �
��� �
��� �
���

� �
��� �
��� �
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��� �
��� �
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���
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��� �
���
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��� �
��� �
��� �
���
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��� �
��� �
��� �
���

�� �
��� �
��� �
��� �
���

�� �
��� �
��� �
��� �
���

�� �
��� �
��� �
��� �
���

Total ��
��� ��
��� ��
��� ��
���

Table �
��nl� in units of ����� cm��s��

n ��meV ��meV ��meV
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Table �
��nl� in units of ����� cm��s��

n ���meV ���meV

� �
���� �
����

� �
���� �
����

� �
���� �
����

� �
���� �
����

� �
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����
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���� �
����
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���� �
����

� �
���� �

�� �
���� �

�� �
���� �

�� � �

Total �
���� �
����

���������cm��s�� versus ��������cm��s��
 The
di�erence is due to the limitation of the sum over
the � levels which are not a�ected by re�ionization
at that temperature while all levels participate in
the experimental value

In equation �� the hypothesis on the number

of p�and the density of the e�beam is that the
product neNp � �� ���	 cm�� �this hypothesis is
discussed in the next section�

Then� the recombination coe�cient values to�

gether with times of �ight � and the relativistic
boost � tabulated in tables � � � � allows the
computation of the number of recombined atoms
produced at each burst in the vacuum pipe via
equation �

The numbers obtained in table � show that�

with a laser to set the gain at ��� ��� p� can
be recombined at any beam temperature below
���meV and a kinetic energy K�p��� ���KeV 

If we de�ne the apparatus e�ciency as the pro�
portion of recombined p�� then the e�ciency is
���" all the p� produced are used
 In the long
vacuum pipe con�guration� the p� are not recy�
cled like in a storage ring but nevertheless they
are all used
 Furthermore� to keep p� in a storage
ring a very good vacuum has to be maintained


Table �
Millions of recombined atoms per burst without
laser gain

T� ��KeV ���KeV

���meV �
�� �
��

���meV �
�� �
��

���meV �
�� �
��

���meV �
�� �
��

��meV �
��� �
���

��meV �
��� �
���

��meV �
��� �
���

���meV �
��� �
���

���meV �
��� �
���

Table ��
Millions of recombined atoms per burst without
laser gain

T� �MeV ���GeV

���meV �
�� �
���

���meV �
�� �
���

���meV �
�� �
����

���meV �
�� �
����

��meV �
��� �
����

��meV �
��� �
����

��meV �
��� �
����

���meV �
��� �
�����

���meV �
��� �
�����



At the AD storage ring at CERN� the limita�
tion of the number of p� produced at each burst
is due to the vacuum
 The AD vacuum is ap�
proximatively ����� torr which corresponds to a
residual gas density equal to that of the p� beam
�� �� ��
 particles� � mm diameter and ��� m
length�
 It shall be noted that the AD was built
with recycled magnets that cannot be heated to
remove adsorbed particles while a vacuum of ap�
proximatively ����� torr can be achieved for the
system presented here
 The total time spent in
the AD by the p� for deceleration and cooling is
about �� s
 In the long vacuum pipe con�gura�
tion� the time of �ight is less than ���� s which
allows much shorter beams without the limitation
due to the residual gas
 Another di�erence with
storage rings� which continuously produce recom�
bined atoms at low rate� is that the beams do not
need to be in a stable state during the path in
the long vacuum pipe shorter dense beams which
could not be kept in a storage ring can be pack�
aged at the entry provided that their instability
has a characteristic time larger than ���� s
 The
last electron cooling in the AD takes ��� loops�
that is � s
 The cooler length is approximatively
���� of the total AD length� hence the transfer
of heat between beams takes about �� ���� s
 In
the long vacuum pipe� the beam heating due to
the density will not have time to take place


�� Focussing of the charged beams

Experimentally� there is no di�culty to pro�
duce e� beams with a density of �� ���� cm��

and beams of p� with ��� particles
 The situa�
tion for p� and e� is more di�cult in order to
be produced and collected� the p� requires a p�

primary beam above 	 ��GeV 
 The e� are eas�
ier to produce and bursts of ���� particles have
been achieved at SLAC where bursts with more
particles are foreseen

With these numbers� the density of e� is seven

orders of magnitude larger than the density of p�

particles the two superposed beams can be con�
sidered as �a pure e� beam�
 At a p� kinetic en�
ergy of ���keV � the corresponding e� kinetic en�
ergy is only ����eV 
 There are two consequences

� the e� beam is destroyed by its internal

electric �eld�

� no focussing can be applied to compensate
for this �eld


To cure this problem� a third beam of e� is su�
perposed to compensate the space charge so that
a weak axial magnetic �eld can guide the beams

The superposition of an e� beam with an e�

beam at low temperature produces positronium
atoms
 There are three reactions to be consid�
ered

p� � Ps �� �H�nl� � e� ����

e� � e� �� Ps � � ����

Ps �� � ����

Computations ������	 con�rmed by an experi�
ment ���	 have shown that in the temperatures
range considered here� the cross section � of the
reaction �� is about �� 	a�� � ����� cm�
 This
is ����� times larger than the RR cross section

Therefore� the positronium enhances the produc�
tion of �H 

The cross section of the reaction �� is the same

as the RR cross section of the e�p recombination
provided that the ionization energy is replaced by
the one of positronium
 Hence this cross section
is about ��� of the RR cross section

�e�e �
�

�
�e�p ����

In the singlet spin state� the life time of positro�
nium Ps��s� is �����ns
 In the triplet spin state�
the life time is ���ns
 Therefore� the reaction ��
removes e� from the beam

Since the positronium is about ����� times

more e�ective for producing �H but lives approxi�
matively ���ns� the positronium is equivalent to
the presence of an e� particle during �ms� that
is during the time of �ight in the pipe

Since the wavelength of the laser which sets the

gain is tuned for the e�p reaction� if the beam of
e� particles is neutralized by a beam of e�� then
most of the H� �H production is done through the

�where a� � 	���
 �	��� m is the Bohr radius



e�p channel
 For instance� at a temperature of
��meV � �e�p � �����cm� � hence the probability
for a p�to be recombined during a �ms �ight is
approximatively

�e�p � ne � ���� � �� " ����

And the probability for producing a Ps is ap�
proximatively � "
 With a gain set at G � ��
the production of H� �H is �� times more likely to
happend through the e�p channel than through
the Ps channel
 The total number of e�absorbed
by the production of Ps is only � " of the total

Therefore� the beam neutralization� while impor�
tant for keeping the charged beams in the pipe�
plays only a small role in the H� �H production


	� Focussing of the anti
atom or atom

beam

The recombined atoms are produced all along
the pipe and� depending on the transversal beam
temperature� they may or may not need guiding
devices to reach the exit without interacting with
the pipe
 Table �� shows the average transversal
distance at the pipe exit �in cm� for the atoms
created at the entry it gives the radius of the
cone inside which the atoms would be after a
����m �ight� if no focussing device is installed

Since the atoms are on the ground level� and

since there is no laser available with a wave length
of ���nm it is not possible to use Doppler shifted
stimulated emission of the one�photon �s��p tran�
sition for transferring transversal quanta of mo�
mentum to focus the beam

Therefore it is proposed to use the hyper�ne

�hfs� structure of the �s energy level
 This tran�
sition is used in MASER experiments where few
atoms in the ground level excite a spherical cavity
tuned on the hfs transition ��
��� Ghz� which� in
turn� produces stimulated emission of the other
atoms� generating the measured electric signal

The focussing device is a MASER operated in re�
verse mode the electric signal is not extracted
but injected in the cavity
 The cavity is excited
in the TE��� mode at a frequency Doppler shifted
so that the atoms with transverse velocity trans�
fer transverse momentum to the electromagnetic

Table ��
Atom beam cone radius �without focussing� at
the exit in cm

T� ��KeV ���KeV �MeV ���GeV

���meV ��
� �
� �
� �
�

���meV ��
� ��
� �
� �
�

���meV ��
� ��
� �
� �
�

���meV ��
� ��
� �
� �
�

���meV ��
� ��
� �
� �
�

���meV ��
� ��
� �
� �
�

��meV ���
� ��
� ��
� �
�

��meV ���
� ���
� ��
� �
�

��meV ���
� ���
� ��
� �
�

���meV ���
� ���
� ��
� �
�

���meV ���
� ���
� ��
� �
�

���meV ���
� ���
� ��
� �
�

�eld in the cavity by stimulated emission
 Sev�
eral shapes can be selected for the cavity spher�
ical� cylindrical� rectangular
 For MASER exper�
iments the spherical shape is often selected and
will be taken as practical example
 The mode to
be excited� TE���� is shown in �gure �
 For this
mode a cavity made of copper has the following
parameters

� the sphere radius a�
� the electrical resistance Rs�

� the quality coe�cient Q�
� the frequency width � �


This mode is the superposition of spherical
waves travelling from the z axis to the edge and
from the edge to the z axis
 The cavity is tuned
with a Doppler shift so that the atoms with trans�
verse momentum are within the resonance while
the other ones are de�tuned
 This is possible due
to the width of the mode which is slightly larger
than the Doppler shift for an atom with kinetic
energy of ���meV 
 The transversal velocity and
the corresponding Doppler shift for di�erent tem�
peratures is presented in table ��




One can see in �gure � that� when the cav�
ity tune is shifted by �����Hz� atoms with no
transversal velocity are de�tuned

The crossing of the cavity for a beam with ki�

netic energy of ���KeV takes ��ns during which
the �eld in the cavity oscillates ���
� times
 By
shifting the beam target energy to �����KeV the
number of oscillations is exactly ��� therefore the
charged particles moving together with the atoms
will not receive or lose energy during the cross�
ing
 Furthermore� the electric �eld on the z axis
is E � � V�m�� and the p� beam is only � mm
in diameter while the e� beam is � cm in diam�
eter
 At a distance of � cm in the transversal
plane� the �eld is only 	 � ���� � Emax and the
e� are guided by the axial magnetic �eld both
inside the cavity �oscillating �eld� and outside

Hence� crossing the cavity shall create only neg�
ligible perturbations of the charged beams

The focussing power of the cavity is limited by

the ��� �eld oscillations
 Each oscillation corre�
sponds to one stimulated emission and each hfs
photon has an energy of ���� ���� eV � therefore
the transversal kinetic energy of the atom is de�
creased by ������������eV � �����meV 
 This
gives the focussing power of a single cavity and
allows the computation of the number of cavities
needed to remove the transversal kinetic energy

These numbers are summarized in table �� which
contains for each kinetic energy� the number of
stimulated emissions and the corresponding num�
ber of cavities

The electromagnetic power required to force

the atoms�spin to oscillate ��� times is less than a
few Watts
 This is due to the life time of the up�
per hfs energy level which is very long � � �s

If A and B are the Einstein coe�cients for spon�
taneous emision and absorption then

A �
�

�
� � B �

A ��

� 	 h
� ��� ���	 ����

Therefore� the spontaneous emission is negligi�
ble and the number of transitions per unit time
is given by

dN � �N B � dt ����

Table ��
Spherical cavity parameters for the mode TE���

�hfs ��������������Hz

a � �hfs
���	

����� cm

Rs � ��� ����

p
�hfs ��� ���� #

Q � �
Rs

q
��
��

���������

� � �
�hfs
Q ��������Hz

H

E

E

H
zatom beam

Figure �
 Field in a spherical cavity excited in the
TE��� mode the beam crosses the cavity along
the z axis
 Atoms with transverse momentum re�
coil from the stimulated emission of hfs photons


The energy density in the cavity is

� �
�

�
�� E���

� �
�

�
�� H���

� ����

For a �eld of � V�m� this leads to a transition
characteristic time

�

B �
�

�

����� � ���	 � ��
��
 s ����

In other words� even with a weak �eld of about
�V�m the atoms spin follows the �eld oscillations


�� Experimental con�gurations

The long vacuum pipe con�guration brings spe�
ci�c capabilities which are di�cult to achieve oth�



Table ��
Velocity and Doppler shift

T� V m�s�� � �hfs Hz

���meV ���
�� ���
�

���meV ���
�� ���
�

���meV ���
�� ����
�

���meV ���
�� ����
�

���meV ���
�� ����
�

���meV ���
�� ����
�

��meV ����
�� ����
�

��meV ����
�� ����
�

��meV ����
�� �����
�

���meV ����
�� �����
�

���meV ����
�� �����
�

���meV ����
�� �����
�

200 meV

20 meV

2 meV

νhfs + 29328
Hz

νhfs + 9274

νhfs + 2933

Figure �
 Doppler shift of the atoms according to
their transversal kinetic energy

Table ��
Focussing power needed as a function of temper�
ature

T� nb h�hfs nb cavities

���meV ����� ���

��meV ���� ��

��meV ���� ��

��meV ���� ��

�meV ��� �

�meV ��� �

�meV ��� �

���meV �� �

���meV �� �

���meV �� �

erwise
 They will be illustrated for three experi�
ments

� the Lamb shift measurement�
� the boosted spectroscopy�
� the gravitational mass measurement


���� The Lamb shift measurement

Precise measurements of the Lamb shift in
atomic hydrogen were obtained using the tech�
nique of the Separated Oscillatory Field ���!��	
for the level n � �

Extensive reviews on this technique have been

published
 These measurements are among the
most stringent tests of QED
 In the SOF exper�
iment� the di�culty is to produce a cold beam
of atomic hydrogen with a kinetic energy in the
��� keV range from which atoms in the state
�S����F � �� are extracted and used for the in�
terferometry
 These beams are produced with a
small proton accelerator followed by recombina�
tion into atoms through charge exchange colli�
sions with nitrogen gas
 The two advantages of
using e�p� recombination instead of charge ex�
change are

� the number of atoms with energy level n �
� can be enhanced with laser induced gain
as in the TSR experiment�



Table ��
Number of recombined atoms in the �S state per
burst without laser gain

T� ��KeV ���KeV

���meV ����� �����

���meV ����� �����

���meV ����� �����

���meV ����� �����

��meV ���� ����

��meV ���� ����

��meV ���� ����

���meV ���� ����

���meV ���� ����

� the beam temperature can be lower ��meV
corresponds to ����K�


The �rst feature could be used in a storage ring
but it is counter�balanced by the very small rate
of atoms produced
 The long vacuum pipe con�g�
uration does not have this limitation
 In the case
of p�� the number of atoms is only limited by the
acceleration to ��� keV 
 Contrary to the charge
exchange process� there are no losses in the nitro�
gen gas
 In the case of p� tables �� and �� show
the number of atoms produced in the �S state
per burst these numbers can be enhanced by a
factor 	 �� with a laser
 Finally the long vacuum
pipe con�guration allows the measurement to be
made on matter and anti�matter produced in the
same conditions the relative comparison of the
Lamb shift is free from systematic e�ects related
to the anti�matter production


���� The boosted spectroscopy

The possibility of producing H and �Hbeams at
a kinetic energy of ��� GeV suggests a new type
of spectroscopy
 This kinetic energy corresponds
to table �
 Let�s consider the con�guration shown
in �gure �

The light frequency in the laboratory reference

frame and in the beam reference frame are re�
ferred to as follows

� �� is the frequency of the light� emitted by
the laser� in the laboratory reference frame�

� �� is the frequency of the light in the atom

Table ��
Number of recombined atoms in the �S state per
burst without laser gain

T� �MeV ���GeV

���meV ���� ���

���meV ���� ���

���meV ���� ���

���meV ���� ���

��meV ��� ��

��meV ��� ��

��meV ��� ��

���meV ��� ��

���meV ��� ��

H(1s) H(nl) H(1s)

 L = V.τ(nl)  

visible

 X - ray 

Figure �
 Source and echo in boosted spec�
troscopy



reference frame�

� �� is the frequency of the light emitted by
the atom� in the laboratory reference frame


These frequencies are related by

�� �

s
� � �

�� �
� �� ����

�� �

s
� � �

�� �
� �� ����

�� �
� � �

�� �
� �� ����

The large Doppler factor �� �� allows the use
of common lasers with wave lengths in the vis�
ible range � 	 ��� nm to excite any state from
the ground state
 Conversely� the light re�emitted
from the atom in the transition to the ground
state is seen in the laboratory reference frame as
X�rays with � 	 �� nm
 In the following� the ex�
citation light at � 	 ��� nm is called the source�
while the X�rays with � 	 �� nm are called the
echo
 Two measurements are available

� the energy level of an excited state�
� the life time of the excited state


To measure the energy level of an excited state�
the source wave length is carefully tuned around
the transition while the intensity of the echo is
recorded
 A �t on the intensity curve is made to
locate the maximumand the corresponding wave�
length of the source gives the energy of the level

To measure the life time� the point where the

laser is focused and the atoms are excited is
scanned until the intensity of the echo is max�
imum the time of �ight of the atoms between
this point and the detection region is equal to the
life time of the excited states multiplied by the
relativist boost � � ���

In the �rst measurement� the precision is lim�

ited by the velocity spread of the atoms

���
��

�
���
��

�
���

�� ��
����

V0
H 

E

H0

g

e

B

hν

z

Figure �
 Gravitational mass experiment

If we take the same velocity spread as in the
TSR experiment then �� � � ����
 Inserting it
into equation �� and considering that the excited
states of the hydrogen are at 	 �� eV the error
on the energy level is given by

�h�� � �h�� � ��meV ����

In the second measurement� if the maximum is
located with � cm precision� then since the atom
velocity is ��� ���m�s�� the error is 	 �����ns

In table �� the number of anti�hydrogen atoms

produced at a temperature of �� meV is �����
but this number can be easily enhanced by a fac�
tor 	 �� with a laser induced gain
 These anti�
hydrogen atoms are collimated in a cone of radius
equal to ���cm according to table ��
 With these
parameters there is no di�culty in detecting the
X�rays of the echo signal
 Furthermore� due to
the boost� ��" of the echo light is emitted in the
forward direction of the beam in the laboratory
reference frame
 Simple detectors made of scintil�
lators leading to photomultipliers can collect the
signal no unconventional technology is required




���� The gravitational mass measurement

The anti�matter mass measurements performed
until now are performed on elementary charged
particles trapped in a magnetic �eld they are
inertial mass measurements ���	
 Experiments
are underway� ������	 where p� and e� plasma
are cooled� and then merged� to produce �H nearly
at rest in the laboratory frame
 It might be pos�
sible then� to perform gravitational mass exper�
iments
 The long vacuum pipe con�guration of�
fers another path to perform this experiment us�
ing the �H� ion
 Since the recombination of p�

and e� takes place inside an e� beam� some of the
�H atoms produced capture an e� to form the �H�

ion
 The �H� ion can then be slowed down to a
velocity of a few cm�s�� and manipulated before
the e� is removed by a laser pulse
 The acceler�
ation and manipulation of the ion has been per�
formed ���	 in the past up to ���MeV and there
is no di�culty in decelerating� manipulating and
removing the e�

The experience is shown in �gure �
 The nota�

tions are as follows

� V� is the ion velocity�

� B is the magnetic �eld to tune the parabolic
�ight�

� g is the gravitational �eld�

� E is a weak electrostatic �eld that is used
to remove the e��

� h� is the laser light used to separate �H from
e�

� �H� is the atom in the ground state�

� z is the distance before �H reaches the de�
tector


The magnetic �eld and the initial velocity al�
lows to tune the parabolic �ight
 The e� is sep�
arated from the �H by a laser with a wave length
slightly below the binding energy ����� eV � and a
mirror so that the separation is made through a
two photon process
 In such a process� the ion can
absorb the two photons in three di�erent ways

� the two photons come from the laser�

Table ��
��e� � �H � �H� � � ��e� �H � H� �

e� kinetic cross�section

energy �eV � ������ cm�

����� �����

����� �����

����� �����

����� �����

����� �����

����� �����

����� �����

������ �����

� the two photons come from the mirror�

� one photon comes from each side


Therefore there can be momentum transfer
from each of the sides or no transfer at all giving
three separated signals along the z axis
 These
signals allow to monitor the e�ect of the laser
and to avoid systematic e�ects due to momentum
transfer during the separation

The magnetic �eld� the velocity and the dis�

tance are su�cient to make the gravitational
mass measurement but another parameter can be
added to obtain redundancy
 The laser can be
pulsed to de�ne the starting time of the �ight
and the time of �ight can be detected when the
atom reaches the detector

Such a con�guration allows to make a free fall

experiment� atom per atom without interference
with residual electric �elds since the atoms are
neutral

The radiative attachment cross�section is

known theoretically and experimentally with pre�
cision ���	 due to its important role in astro�
physics observations and its values are shown in
table ��
 This cross�section tends to zero when
the kinetic energy of the e� decreases toward
zero
 The kinetic energy is taken in the reference
frame of the atom
 To choose a suitable kinetic
energy for e�� one has to take into account the
a�nity e�H which is equal to ����eV 
 Above this
energy� the ions start to be dismantled by e� col�



+ 40 V - 40 V

9 cm1 cm 1 cm

 H + e 

Figure �
 One pair of electrostatic cells for ion
production

+ 40 V - 80 V + 80 V - 40 V

Figure �
 Stack of electrostatic cells for ion pro�
duction

lisions
 The chosen compromise is to operate at a
kinetic energy of ��� eV 
 This energy is achieved
by pairs of electrostatic cells of � cm length with
an electric potential of ��V as shown in �gure �

The cells are separated by a space without �eld�
the length of which is � cm 
 It is in that space
that the ion production takes place
 Since the ki�
netic energy gained in one cell is compensated in
the next one� the e� kinetic energy is unchanged
after crossing one pair of cells

If several pairs of cells are stacked� then to

avoid cummulative delay between the e� beam
and the �H beam� the direction of the electric �eld
is alternated� hence the internal cells have an elec�
tric potential of �� V olts as shown in �gure �

The number of ions produced between a pair

of cells is computed with the following approxi�
mation the kinetic energy of e� is constant and

equal to ��� eV �the spread of kinetic energy in
the e� beam is few meV and it is neglected�

The parameters are

� velocity of the e� in the �H reference frame
V � ������m�s���

� active length of the cell L � � cm�
� density of e� ne � � ���� cm���
� number of �H  N H � ����

� the cross�section Q � ����� ����� cm��

� the relativistic boost � � �


The number of ions produced in each cell is
given by

N � �H�� � ne N H

L

V
Q � ������� ����

Over a length of ���m the number of cells is
����
 Then the number of ions �H� produced per
burst is N � �H�� � �����


�� The production of p�

The hypotheses for the production of antipro�
ton beams are based on the the Antiproton Decel�
erator �AD� operated at CERN ������	
 The main
characteristics of the AD are presented now

The parameters of the primary beam of p� are

� momentum ��GeV�c�
� diameter �mm�

� number of particles per pulse ��� ����

This beam interacts with an iridium target to
produce p� which are collected in a magnetic
horn ���	
 The interaction produces ����
p� with
a momentum of ���GeV 
 The limit to avoid the
target destruction is ������ p� per GeV�c which
corresponds to ��� ���� for the CERN p� beam

After being collected� the p� are alternatively
cooled and decelerated
 There are two stochas�
tic cooling steps and two electron cooling steps

Finally the p� beam is delivered to the experi�
ments with a momentum of ���MeV�c �kinetic
energy of � MeV � and a momentum spread of



�p�p 	 ������
 The AD delivers pulses of ap�
proximatively ����
 p�

After the AD� the ASACUSA experiment ���	

uses an inverted Linac which further reduces the
kinetic energy to approximatively �� 
 �� keV 

This last deceleration has a yield of ��"

The main limitation of the AD comes from the

fact that it cannot be heated to remove adsorbed
particles and the vacuum is ����� torr
 There
is no use to further cool down the p� beam be�
cause the collisions with the residual gas heat the
beam
 The beam temperature is approximatively
���meV 

On ion storage ring experiments� electrons with

a temperature of �� � ��meV are obtained with
inhomogeneous magnetic �elds
 These electrons
can be used to further cool down a p� beam� pro�
vided that there are no other e�ects which heat
the beam

At low temperature� below fewmeV � beams are

expected to reach a crystalline state ���	 where
the relative positions of the particles in the beam
is constant
 Studies ���	 have shown that in a
machine where the particles are focussed with
an alternating gradient quadrupole system ���
AG�� the intrabeam scattering and the space�
charge tune shift prevent the crystalline state to
be created
 Conversely� it is predicted ���	 that
if alternating gradient octupoles ���AG� are used
these limitations can be removed
 In the case of
e�� an alternative design was proposed where the
particles are guided along a strong magnetic �eld
a machine of this type� called LEPTA ������	� is
being built at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Re�
search in Dubna� Russia
 The �rst experimental
results are expected in ����

From the AD parameters and from the study

of an anti�proton accumulation and deceleration
ring at KEK in Japan ���	� an extrapolation
shows that for the production of beams with
��� � ��� p�� a primary beam of ������ p� at
�� � �� GeV is required
 This beam would be
produced in two steps

� a �rst accelerator ring up to �GeV to pro�
duce relativistic p��

� a second accelerator to boost the energy to
�� � ��GeV 


No technical novelty is required for the second
accelerator

At �� � �� GeV � the p� are produced with

a momentum of � � � GeV�c and the collection
and deceleration scheme would be similar to that
of the AD
 But the cooling�deceleration would
be extended further to create crystalline beams

The �rst accelerator shall also be used as the de�
celerator
 In order to reach lower temperature�
it shall be an octupole machine where p� beams
can reach the crystalline state
 The e� would
be cooled and stored in a small ring �length of
	 ��m� similar to LEPTA


� Conclusion� target parameters

The experimental con�guration presented in
this article allows to produce atoms of antihy�
drogen in the form of beams
 The computations
lead to the following target parameters for the
proposed experiments

� p� kinetic energy K�p�� � ��� keV �

� number of p� particles per beam Np �
����

� density of the e� particles �� �����
� temperature of the p� and e� beams T �
�meV 


These parameters can be relaxed by increasing
the gain from �� to ��� the density of e�can be
relaxed by � or � order of magnitude� the kinetic
energy of the p�can be increased up to �����
MeV and the temperature up to ��� meV

For the boosted spectroscopy experiment the

target kinetic energy is ���GeV 
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��� Appendix

The recombination coe�cient ��nl� is given by

��nl� �
�

��
�

Z �

�

�rec�nl� v
�

exp

�
�
�
v�
��

���
dv ����

For n � � the cross�section �rec��� can be ap�
proximated ��	 by

�rec��� �
E�

Ee
����� ����� cm� ����

Where E� is the ionization energy� ���� eV and
Ee is the e� kinetic energy

For n � � the cross�sections are given by

�rec��� � ������ �rec��� ����

�rec��s� � ����� �rec��� ����

�rec��p� � ����� �rec��� ����

�rec��� � ������ �rec��� ����

�rec��s� � ����� �rec��� ����

�rec��p� � ������ �rec��� ����

�rec��d� � ������ �rec��� ����

Therefore the recombination coe�cients for
n � � are obtained from the value of the inte�
gral
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Finally
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�E�
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�� me
� ����� �����m��s�� ����

For n � � the cross�section �rec�n� can be ap�
proximated ��	 by

�rec�n�Ee� �
E�
� � ���� ����� cm�

n Ee�E� � n�Ee�
����

This expression can be split into two parts

�
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Ee
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E� � n�Ee�
����
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����

The recombination coe�cients for n � � are
obtained from the value of the integral
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Using the formula �
�
��� �
�
� and �
�
� from
the �Handbook of Mathematical Functions� ��	�
one gets
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Grouping the two integrals and replacing B by
its value leads to
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Summing IA and IB and replacing a by its
value in the factorization gives a cancellation of
the two largest terms
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Finally combining equations �� and �� gives
the recombination coe�cients for n � �

��n� � ���� �����m� � ����

�
p
� 	 E�

p
E�

n� m
p
m��

�

� eaE� � erfc�
p
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It shall be noted that this formula involves the
multiplication of a very small number with a very
large one

erfc�
p
aE�� � e��
� eaE� � e��
� ����

Therefore� to perform the numerical computa�
tions in this paper the Mathematica software was
used requiring a precision of �� digits
 Alter�
natively� serie expansions can be used for these
functions ���	 �
�
�
��� provided that terms of the
same order are multipied together before perform�
ing the summation
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